I've been using the Pre-Test series for all the rotations I have done so far (surgery and neurology), and like the other books in the series, PreTest for Pediatrics provides a good overview of which topics to know about for the shelf exam. I also personally like using the question-answer format for reviewing material because the information sticks better than from just reading a paragraph in Blueprints or First Aid. Principles of Critical Care book. Read reviews from world's largest community for readers. Over 740 questions - all in exam format in structure and degree... Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read. Start by marking "Principles of Critical Care: Pretest Self-Assessment and Review" as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read.
I thought the new chapters added to the end were not helpful; the real ABSITE basically tests a few medical ethics questions and these were not properly addressed by the new chapters added to the end. There are some questions that simply are not representative of real ABSITE clinical or basic science questions such as statistic questions (“What percentage of patients have complication x or disease y”) There are a few typos, such as indicating that answer choice C is correct, but when you read the explanation, it is obvious that another answer choice (such as choice B) was the intend.
Buy PreTestPre-test Self-assessment and Review: Principles of Surgery (PreTest: specialty level) by Seymour I. M. D. Schwartz John H. M. D. Morton and Read aggregated book reviews, from top Indian online stores. Based on the sixth edition of Dr. Schwartz's classical text, Principles of Surgery, this review book for surgical residents and interested practitioners presents 600 questions in the same format as the questions on the board exam. Answers and brief explanations are provided for all the questions, and each question is referenced to the main text to assist in further study. Users who liked this book, also liked. Schwartz's Manual of Surgery (English). Surgery Pretest : Self-Assessment and Review (English) 13th Edition.